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Feminazi The Triggering - Safespace Serendipity

Feminazi The Triggering - Snowflake Shuffle

Feminazi The Triggering - Triggly Truffles

All soundtracks are made by Edwin Pickett
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I woud not recommend this game for beginners and experienced rhythm game players.

-The game is just to easy you don't need to be accurate at all for hitting ''EXACT'' on every note and the song difficulty is only
up to 10 (wich is to compare to difficulty ±10 in StepMania or 2 star on osu!)
-Not allot of songs or you need to buy the DLC, I woudn't mind buying it if the songs weren't so easy

So for new people who are looking for a real rythem game i woud recommend StepMania unlimited amount of songs and they
are all FREE and challanging. Its a hard game for sure. you must go through the entire game in one go but as you go you can get
teleports if you die, extra hidden bosses exist. after the first boss game gets harder, then another it gets even harder. by the fifth
boss its almost impossible to traverse
this game features many great bosses such as:
Spooky gecko tag team
Spooky Bat/ mosquito boi
Spooky bubble spider
and thats not even all of them. ITs horrible I cant even get through the 2nd one prison because I punch a guy,then All the
prisoners attack me. The kind of freedom this game offers is unparalleled in the history of sandboxes. I hope they continue to
add more content and add different architectural styles as well as the ability to place enemy and friendly soldiers for battle
simulations..that would bring this game into the god tier and put everyone else to shame. Keep up the good work guys! I hope
you continue to update the game in the future.. When developing a game exclusively for virtual reality, Overflow Games chose
to ignore the keyboard/mouse segment, disrespecting the traditional player.. Art style 10\/10

Very original puzzle\/point-and-click tasks really like that and creative also. Stoopid Game.. Obviously has a couple of faults
like the blurriness and inventory system but once you get past that this is a gem of a game and deserves more love. A game in
VR that I can't wait to get home from work to play, that's unusual for me.

 See video for full review.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/HewVXu_sCIo

Chapter 2 gameplay:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/GkA3zC2HXCA. An amazing game with mind bending puzzles. The Happy Hereafter is essentially Virtual
Villagers - Lite set in Halloween Town. Don't get me wrong, it's a good game on its own. But there are a few lacking
components and bugs that make it not as impressive as other similar titles in the genre.

For starters, it's incredibly short. So short, that I finished it in two nights. If you follow the quest order you can probably get
another hour or so out of it, but that isn't a good thing. There are a lot of stretches of time where you're doing nothing but
waiting. It certainly isn't as long or as tedious as Facebook games, but it lacks item collection or achievements like Virtual
Villagers to help pass the time. If I had known from the start to improve resource gathering facilities the second the tech was
available, I probably could have shaved off almost another hour of play.

Second, the bugs. And there are more than a few that can be annoying, if not progress slowing. On occasion there are times
where villagers stop gathering from resources at the bottom of the map. While it makes sense for them to stop gathering when a
resource has run dry and is in the process of regenerating, they don't always stop for this reason. I found myself at the start of
the game constantly having to reassign someone to harvest wood at trees because they just decided to stop working after
collecting one load. With a little luck I was able to get them to automatically harvest, as they are supposed to, but it did get
annoying and tedious, especially at the start when you are entirely reliant on these nodes for resources.

Another bug that is annoying, but not game breaking in any way, re units sliding around or getting stuck on decorations.
Sometimes when you tell a unit to harvest something, it will show the gathering animation but they will slide all the way back to
the town square. This doesn't prevent them from completing their job, but it is annoying. Also, idle units have a habit of getting
stuck under things. Benches, lights, buildings. It is easily fixed by picking them up and telling them to do something, and doesn't
harm your production since they were idle, but it is another minor annoyance that one would think could be easily fixed.
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The characters are interesting and it's obvious that a great deal of effort was put into their creation, but they are sadly under-
utilized. Each character has one, maybe two quest chains, that are incredibly short, and then they are never used again. The
mermaid has I think 3 or 4 quests, spread across two "chains." I say "chains" simply because the first chain has 2-3 quests for
her and the second is a single quest given by the witch. Once completed you will never see her again. It's sad to see detailed
characters and environments used so sparingly.

Ultimately, I have to say this game is a "Pass." While it can be fun, for its length, bugs, and simple play-style, there are just
better games of the same genre. At sale price, it was a nice distraction; at full price it would still be ok, but for a few dollars
more you can get similar games with more depth and over-all entertainment.
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An awesome game that combines space esploration\/combat and a visual novel,this title shines it's the impressive visuals,both
the locations you'll explore and characters you'll meet look great,the music is excellent as well and the gameplay is great as
well,fighting solo on your ship or summoning many computer controlled ships,after you've collected via story events and quest
to wipe the enemies feels great,lastly although the script needs a bit of proofreading the story is solid and the main characters
are very endearing and after playing for a while you'll feel involved with the story and characters.. This is a pretty good tank
simulator of ww2 i mean theres no inside veiw and it is arcade like as far as re arming and refueling and repairing damage there
a supply dump where you drive up to it hit a button and resupply etc but other then that the missions are beleivable and the feel
of it is good and controls handle well with arrow and mouse movement its defintly a fun a big game well worth the purchase in
my opinion.. Awesome Game!

Little bit Shot..i think i played it 45min to complette the game once.

BUT for 3,99 its a very nice game :)

7\/10. Hey! Another virtual desktop based on FREE Unity assets!!1! Yay... *yawn*

This one's incredibly buggy and really not thought through.
Awkward controls and non-working "features".

Almost nothing actually works (camera? Nope. Wallpapers? Nope. File browser? Add 300 blank lines after last file? THAT
works!).

Avoid this, this looks and feels like the default compile of Unity's "Virtual Desktop PlayMode" 
(https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/29083) with added test stuff they're not really understanding how to
code..

Early access? Yeah, you betcha. So early no one's awake.

. Poor optimization: game freezes for a second every minute or so on a fully VR-ready PC.
Many bugs, like some kind of laser pointers coming out of your hand serving no purpose and facing like 45 degrees up when
you're holding the gun.
Boring and generic gameplay.
Overall, this is good for a student project, but terrible for a paid Steam game.. This game is awesome.
It has its flaws, but it brings the speed runner feel to the maximum.

After about 10 hours of play, I was able to beat 3 world records - but I guess that's more due to the game being released only one
day ago.

If you're looking for a game with intense amounts of tilt, get it.
If you're looking for a quick game that gives you the trackmania millisecond feel, get it.
If you're into platformers - GET IT!

Much love, this review was not bought by the developer.. The airport is situated in a highly detailed deep fjord surounded by
jagged peeks with the highest piercing through the ever present clouds. Landing a Boeing 737 on the short runway entails diving
blind through a low cloud base and flying between steep mountian sides frantically trying to lose speed and altitude before
touching down on a very short runway and appalying full reverse throttle and maximum brakes.

. I am a Noob to Classic Dos gamming, but I have had a recent desire for such titles. I carried with me no nastalgia whatsoever
upon my purchase of this game. I read the reviews here and decided to chance it... I am not disapointed AT ALL with my
purchase. I am a huge fan of Baldurs Gate, only discovering it about 3 years ago, as well as a few other RPGs that have been re-
released to those of us who were not fortunate to have PCs at a young age and the LARGE step above consol gamming they
provide. If by any chance you are in a similar position and you find complex CRPGs fascinating, then please do yourself a favor
and purchase this Trilogy. I bought them on sale of course, but have had more fun with "Blade of Destiny Classic" than I would
with the newest and more polished Elder Scrolls entry. This game is unforgiving, to me in the Best way, and I confess that I
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haven't even finnished the first quest....Its that hard to me, but like I said I am a Noob. However, despite my humbling
experience with micromanaging and Character Building, the hours spent with the heavy shadow of failure hovering above have
easily been some of the most entertaining I have had with an RPG. Yes, I've played Fallout, Elder Scrolls, Final Fantasy, Dragon
Age, and Mass Effect, but I seriously have never been as emersed into a game as I have this one. It is difficult to learn for a
simple minded guy like myself to fully grasp, but I honestly feel rewarded with every effort I put in.

NOTE: I know you don't want to hear this.......I can't beleive I did it myself... READ THE MANUAL. It comes with the game
here on Steam (Just right click the title in your Steam library.) You WILL get the best Experience if you will take the time to
READ it, not glance over it. If it helps it is easily the most entertaining manual I have ever read, granted I have read very few. I
am too dumb. LOL.. Fun game! Another great release by RedZone! I enjoy match 3 games, and this one did not disappoint. The
visuals are great, as well as the challenges of each level.

If you're looking for a fun and relaxing game, this is it! I can't wait to continue expanding my bakery!

My only suggestion to the developer would be to add more levels. Maybe an update in the future? Overall, great game!
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